On a bright day in January 1987, my host in the Awlad c Ali bedouin community in Egypt in which I had been doing research invited me to accompany him on a condolence call. He knew how enthusiastic I was about visiting people who still camped in traditional tents in the desert, and this set of families, he assured me, lived in a beautiful area. The group's patriarch had died twenty days ago, but my host had been too busy to go so only his younger brothers had paid their respects. He had just heard, though, that the bereaved family was upset he had not come himself. So we drove off in his car, with his two cowives in the back seat, stopping at the market town nearby to buy a fat sheep to take with us. As they loaded the beast into his car, my host complained about how expensive sheep had become. The sound of its bleating in the trunk reminded me of trips to weddings, when sheep are also obligatory gifts.
wanted to lament with her, but several women angrily suggested that they should never have let me get out of the car until after the woman had cried. When I was sick the next day, people asked me, "Did it give you a shock (infaja c tl)l" This was to be my most intimate experience with these powerful funeral laments during my various stays in this small community of Awlad c Ali bedouins in Egypt's western desert. Those with whom I was living usually discouraged me from going to funerals, warning, "It's an ugly sight."
1 Lamentation by women is common across Egypt and other parts of the Arab world but the genre has received little scholarly attention.
2 Because I was discouraged from attending funerals and hesitated bringing up the subject of death, I did not record laments or collect texts that would allow for a study of their poetics. However, I can pursue an analysis of the social and discursive place of laments in the context of a single Muslim community in the hopes of contributing to two central questions in the anthropology of Muslim societies: How to treat the relationship of local practices to "Islam" and what to make of women's greater participation in practices frowned upon as unorthodox or even non-Islamic. 3 I will pursue these questions by exploring, first, the ways in which laments articulate with other Awlad c Ali discourses on death and, second, the social significance of their performance only by women. Awlad c Ali bedouin women respond to death with more than laments. Equally important as the formulaic laments and ritual wailing that greet any death are the songs of loss in which women detail in a soulful and reflective way the sentiments associated with bereavement, the Muslim religious discourse on faith that seems to conflict with these other genres, and the multifaceted narratives told about particular deaths. To isolate one of these discourses for analysis would be to lose sight of the complex way death is lived by those it leaves behind.
The first set of issues to be explored, therefore, is where laments fit in a system of meaning constituted by these various discourses on death. The discourses gain their meaning, I argue, through their juxtaposition, and are distinguished by a series of binary oppositions. I do not seek to establish the structural logic of an Awlad c Ali cultural system but rather to determine how this configuration gives significance to the practices of individual mourners as they move through the various activities that deaths provoke. I examine how these multiple discourses define each other, mark contexts, and structure individual responses to death as certain sorts of statements.
Perhaps the most interesting question raised by this consideration of the discourses of death is the role played by Islam. It is a truism of functionalist theories of religion that religion helps people cope with death. Yet in this bedouin society, as I suspect in nearly all communities of Muslims, religiously inspired beliefs about death and appropriate religious responses are not the only ones invoked. Religious discourse may not even be the dominant discourse on death even though Muslim practices such as the recitation of the profession of faith, modes of preparing the corpse for burial, and prayer over the deceased are similar across societies. 4 When one considers the uses of religious talk in Awlad c Ali conversations and narratives, two things become clear: the religious discourse is always in tension with others, and it accomplishes complex ends in the narratives and conver-sations into which it is inserted. These ends include, on the most mundane level, dampening speculation about human culpability and, on a more abstract level, establishing or asserting the superiority of faith in God over personal attachments, especially to kin.
Like the self-proclaimed orthodox themselves, scholars of world religions often artificially separate localized practices such as ritual lament from the official religion, and then devalue them. 5 Distinctions are drawn between popular and orthodox religion, local and universal belief and practice, the so-called little tradition and the great tradition, or, in the worst case, between ignorance and the knowledge of the true religion. Practices disapproved of by learned religious authorities may be dismissed as superstitious vestiges of the past or corruptions. In more socially grounded analyses, the orthodox and "universal" versions of religion might be recognized as the ideology of certain social groups or the world religions themselves as the impositions of dominant outsiders. Anthropologists have, on the whole, become wary of such distinctions and normative claims and have insisted on examining without judgment the interaction of the complex of practices in any Muslim community. 6 What has not been sufficiently recognized, however, is that in any community of Muslims, individuals say and do a vast number of things, sometimes drawing on or invoking recognizable Islamic traditions and concepts, sometimes not. What we need to examine is how people deploy the various discourses at their disposal, knowing that it is often the same people who will one moment be talking about God's will and the next be lamenting a loss or angrily accusing a neighbor of causing a death.
After establishing the field of meanings constituted by the multiple discourses on death in this bedouin community, I turn to a second question: What are the social effects of the way women use them? Any study of how people respond to death must also be a study of how they create their lives. Thus, a study of laments must include an inquiry into how the social practices of bereavement may contribute to maintaining a particular form of social life. As in many societies, the responses to death among the Awlad c Ali bedouin are gendered. Lamenting, as in many parts of the world and other parts of Egypt, is strictly a woman's activity. 7 I explore in the final section of the paper how the sexual division of the discourses of death works with a set of principles of moral differentiation to produce and reproduce a hierarchical social order in this society that prides itself on its egalitarian ethos.
VOICES OF LIFE AND DEATH
We can begin interpreting the significance of laments by exploring their relationship to the other major emotionally charged and gendered verbal genre in bedouin society, namely songs. In some ways, laments are diametrically opposed to songs (ghinnawas) of the sort I have discussed at length elsewhere. 8 They are chanted at funerals while songs-although recited in everyday life where they can, as I will discuss later, express loss-are in their sung form especially associated with weddings and circumcision celebrations. This contrast between funerals and weddings has other verbal expressions. Ritual wailing ( c ayat), which either takes the form of a special sort of screaming on first discovery of a death or a high-pitched moaning as women approach other mourners, is the opposite of the ululating (zagharid) with which women celebrate good news and guests announce their arrival at weddings.
The opposition between death and life that structures the relations between the ritualized verbal genres of funerals and the formulaic genres of celebrations is also enacted in a range of social practices. 9 Laments, wailing, and a repertoire of conventional nonverbal practices of grief that include tearing one's clothes, throwing off all jewelry, scratching one's cheeks, and throwing dirt on one's head, all belong to the confined time and place of the funeral or mourning ceremonies ( c aza). The reentry of a mourner into the world of ordinary life is marked with practices that suggest the dangers of crossing the threshold between the spaces of death and life. When a woman returns from a funeral she tries to collect on the way a small live twig or a bit of branch with leaves on it ("something growing, something green") to carry with her into her own community. She is greeted always by those left behind with the phrase, "May no one come to you with bad tidings."
Death is threatening to fertility. Someone who has just been to a funeral should not enter the room of a woman who has just given birth; people say that it will "block" (kabs) the new mother, either drying up her milk or preventing her from conceiving again. Once I saw an old woman returning from a funeral stand outside the courtyard of the house to wait for her daughter-in-law who had just had a baby to come out and greet her. Only then did she follow her back in. 10 The dangers to fertility are also suggested by the refusal to let pregnant women help wash the corpse and such beliefs as that children who had died may, if they turn over on their faces in the grave, "block" their mothers from conceiving.
Life for Awlad c Ali is also associated with sexuality, with its own close relationship to fertility.
11 This accounts for the strong opposition they draw between weddings and funerals. Weddings (afrah), the word for which in Arabic also means celebration or happiness, are the epitome of joyous celebrations. What they celebrate is sexuality and fertility. It is considered an affront to hold weddings within the forty-day mourning period that follows the death even of someone in a neighbor's family.
Red is the color of fertility and sexuality, the color of the henna women and girls put on their hands on the eve of a wedding celebration, the color of the belt every married woman wears, the color of the blanket draped on the old bridal litter or the current bridal Peugeot, the color of the blanket draped on the tent to mark where a circumcision celebration (likened to weddings in a variety of ways) is taking place.
12 It is removed in mourning. When someone in her family dies, a woman replaces her red belt with a white rag. No one near a person in mourning can dye wool red. Women in mourning do not color their hair with henna, the old ones going gradually grayer as the months wear on.
The strict opposition between weddings and funerals is apparent in bedouin dream interpretations. Many consider dreams to be messages sent by God or the saints about the future. Their meanings are interpreted as the opposite of what they would be in ordinary waking life. For example, when a girl reported that she had dreamed of the government, her father's wife assured her that meant good news. When a woman dreams of a funeral, people likewise say that is good. When she reports, however, that she has dreamed of a wedding, their faces darken and they tell her to be quiet. When she says she dreamed they were eating rice and meat (the traditional wedding feast) they interrupt her with phrases like, "God forbid evil" and "[God come] between you and me [and misfortune]." These everyday expressions always mark discussions of bad things.
SONGS OF LOSS
Although on one level, and in the most obvious sense, laments and songs, like death and life, can be treated as mirror opposites, in other important ways they are structural equivalents. Of all the discursive genres in this community, laments and songs sound most similar, even if people rigorously deny the similarity. The closeness is sometimes betrayed, as when a woman mimicking the lamenting of someone she did not like commented, "You'd think she was singing!" The songs of loss that women sing, often to themselves, outside the contexts of funerals or weddings, are especially close to funeral laments in sound and sentiment. Just as funeral laments ritually invoke a relationship of kinship, always beginning with phrases like "O my father," or "O my brother," these songs assert attachment to those who have gone, whether absent or deceased.
A sense of the range of sentiments these songs of loss express emerges from the songs one woman sang as she sat washing clothes, just after having been reminded of the recent death of her brother. He had been shot by a guard as he was trying to steal some machinery from a government store. She sang in a peculiar, deliberately quavering voice as the string of songs flowed from one theme to another. These songs of loss were laments of a different sort, ones that detailed the effects of her loss. The first suggests a wish that she were not so helpless in fighting the loss. Like the last one, the series of songs that followed described how terrible her sadness was by using one of the most common of the poetic conventions of sorrow, the image of weeping.
nasrani glil id-din The Christian, for all his lack of faith, shketlu c ale hall bka when told of my condition, cried . . . khatar c aziz than! lei Reminded of her loved one late at night smurat nin sal wsadha she lay sleepless until her pillow ran with tears . . .
A final song suggests the tension between the quasi-religious virtue of "patience" and what she is going through-a tension that I will argue is important. She sings of the difficulty of accepting this fate. zluma c aleh is-sabr Patience is a tyranny jarha jdid ma zal khatri for my heart so freshly wounded . . .
Only a few days later, the same woman sang another series of songs. The themes were similar but the vivid physical language was different. Where feelings about death are less complicated, as in the natural deaths of older people, one poignant theme is abandonment, being left with nothing. One woman who asked if she might recite a few songs about her situation included what she called a hymn to her mother and several others that she admitted were also about her mother, who had died a few years earlier. As we talked about the songs she said quietly of her mother, "She died, and I had no one but her. Now I'm all alone." It did not matter that she had a husband and five children and her father often came to stay with them. Her songs were of empty places, black nights, and again, tears. Weeping in secret will blind you bki bsot c ali kherlik cry aloud, for your own sake . . .
RELIGIOUS DISCOURSE
As expressions of deep attachment, laments and songs of loss share an uneasy relationship to Islamic piety. This is fundamental to understanding the meaning and social effects of Awlad c Ali discourses on death. Evidence of the tension between these two genres and the ideals of religious faith abounds. For example, people often said that it was wrong (haram) for women who had been on the pilgrimage to Mecca to lament. This may be an acknowledgment of hadiths condemning lamentation and extravagant shows of grief. 13 I also heard that it was wrong for such women to sing at weddings, although their silences can be awkward. When one woman I knew refused to sing at her nephew's wedding because she had just returned from the pilgrimage, her cousins and sisters were offended. This religious discipline was taken to show a lack of feeling and an unwillingness to share in celebration. Whether any women who had been on the pilgrimage failed to lament at funerals I do not know. The problem was usually the reverse; such lamenting women would be restrained, by others seeking to calm them, with admonitions that it was wrong.
More generally, religious faith is spoken of as a counterpoint to laments and sometimes even to grieving. For example, a woman who was despondent and mourning "excessively" for her son was told by her sister-in-law to wash up and return to her religion. Her niece also told her to pull herself together and to ask God's forgiveness (istaghfaril). Her nephew sat with her and, taking her hand in his, asked her to repeat after him, "In the name of God the merciful and the compassionate" (the opening of any prayer). He then made her recite after him the tawhid (the short verse from the Qur D an in which God's uniqueness and power are affirmed). Then he told her to ask God's forgiveness several times and to recite the profession of faith (shahada) followed by other verses from the Qur 3 an. The closeness to God and commitment to proper Islamic practice that concern the Meccan pilgrim or the pious person go along with a serious devotion to prayer and faith, to which a concern with this world and social ties should become subordinate. Most essential to faith is acceptance of God's will. Since all Muslims, including the Awlad c Ali bedouin, hold that a person's time of death is determined in advance by God (some say written on his or her forehead), to wail and lament in grief might be seen as a kind of public defiance or protest against God's will. Bedouin men, who are considered more observant than women, are expected not to lament or sing. Even women must stop lamenting while the men pray over the corpse before burying it.
This opposition is expressed in other ways. There is some suggestion that there even can be a trade-off between lamenting a loved one and having special religious powers. This is illustrated by the story people told about how one particular woman from a saintly lineage became a healer.
been an ordinary woman, just like them. Then one day when she was away visiting her maternal relatives, her ten-year-old son was hit by a car at dusk while walking with her.
In one version I heard, she was reported to have said that when she wanted to cry out two apparitions came before her, one with a beard (a sign of religiosity). He put his hand over her mouth and sprayed her with water to stop her from crying or lamenting the boy. After that, all she would say about the death was, "His life came from God." A year later she fell ill. They took her to doctors and local healers and finally to a mrabit woman healer who diagnosed her as having been possessed by a saint. To cure herself, she should begin drumming and trancing to become a healer.
In another version a woman explained that after the woman's son was killed, she got sick and started going to doctors and going here and there but she didn't get better.
Finally she went to a woman healer. And when she went to her-this after what? After she had gotten worn out from going to all the doctors-she talked about what had possessed her. He said [the saint possessing her], "I came to her because I was afraid for her. She would have gone mad if I had not. I have long forbidden h e r . . . to cry over her son." He said, "She should build me a tomb and make me a place." What he said, the woman told her to do. And she did it. Then when she started to hold trance sessions, the saint would come to her. Her voice becomes the voice of an old man.
In both versions, the saint prevented her from crying over or lamenting her son, and in the end she became a healer through whom God, via the saint, could work. The lore about funerals among the pious saintly lineages helps clarify the tension between lamenting and Muslim piety as one between human attachments and faith. People said that at the funerals of certain families of those particularly saintly tribes known as the "mrabtin with blessings" (mrdbtin bil-bruka), women are not supposed to lament. They are stopped from doing more than weeping silently, "crying tears," as women put it. Among the most religious of these families women are actually exhorted, "If you love the Prophet, ululate!" Drums are played, the same drums that put people in trances for curing. It is also said that the corpses of holy men dance as they are being carried toward the grave (in the manner of the saint's followers' trance dancing at ceremonies to honor the saint or to heal people). One of the manifestations of piety and God's grace for the saintly lineages is precisely the special ability and willingness they have to actually celebrate deaths as acts of God's will. Since the saints and holy people of these groups perform miracles mostly after death, it is also as if in death they come to life, but a life close to God.
The tension between the ideals of faith-especially as promulgated by the more educated religious authorities in Egyptian cities (rather than the local saintly lineages)-and traditional bedouin practices of lamenting and their interpretations is especially clear in talk about corpses. In excited tones one woman explained to her mother-in-law what she had heard in a religious program on the radio. The religious teacher, she said, had argued that it was wrong to mourn for someone who dies. But he also talked about cases in which the corpse makes himself heavy and hard to carry and stubbornly refuses to head toward the grave. She said, "You know how we say he's worried about those he's leaving behind-that he doesn't want to part from them? Well, the radio says not at all!" According to the religious authority on the radio, such a person is actually afraid of his deeds; he sees the angels before him and is afraid to go. He who has lived a good life and only done good deeds is not afraid to go to the grave. 15 The official language of learned Islam thus speaks of eschatology; the bedouin discourse on corpses is about the bonds between people, usually close relatives. For example, when an old neighbor, a pitiful man who had been blind half his life and partially paralyzed for the past year, died, I and all the younger members of our large household watched from afar as the men of our community carried his shroud-covered body toward the cemetery. Several people pointed out that his little granddaughter could be seen running underneath the bier. This eleven-yearold had been his most constant companion in the past months, bringing him his cigarettes and food and even holding cups of water to his lips so he could drink. A woman who had been there when the pall bearers had first tried to pick up the corpse later explained what the girl was doing there. She reported that the corpse had at first refused to go forward, circling around and around. The little girl was crying because she was not to be allowed to accompany the men. Only when her father took her hand in his did the corpse let them move forward in the direction of the cemetery. "He [her grandfather] was waiting for her," she commented.
Stories like this work to reaffirm the bonds between the deceased and those close to him or her in life; the laments themselves reinforce the nature of this bond as one of kinship. Though they vary in the wording of the second half, the opening words of a lament are always the same. A woman chants, ydna (which means something like "Oh me" or "Woe is me"), followed by a possessive kinship term Not everyone who laments, of course, is a relative of the deceased. But even in these cases kinship is stressed because the lamenter instead invokes the closest member of her own immediate family who has died, usually a father. As I have written elsewhere, one woman explained this unusual behavior by saying, "Do you think you cry over the dead person? No, you cry for yourself, for those who have died in your life." This interpretation is corroborated by another incident: commenting on how much I had cried at her brother's funeral, the old matriarch of our community marveled, "And your loved ones are still alive!" I also argued that this invocation of one's own relatives may enable people paying condolences to share grief by reexperiencing, in the company of those currently bereaved, their own grief over the death of a loved one. 16 No one laments alone. But the community that lamenting, as a practice and a verbal genre, creates and affirms is one of particular relationships between pairs: pairs of mourners and pairs of living and dead. Insofar as these specific attachments may be seen as competing with an individual's attachment to God, and the wider community feeling that being fellow Muslims should generate, it makes sense that lamenting would be considered religiously wrong.
It seems plausible to suggest that this opposition set up between laments and piety inflects the meaning of lamenting so as to intensify its message. When a woman laments, sings songs of loss, or throws dirt on her head, people must interpret that as an assertion that the massiveness of her grief has overwhelmed her ability or desire to maintain the ideals of faith-to worship God and accept His will-that are so central to definitions of the good person, male or female, in Awlad c Ali society. Lamenting should not, however, be read only as a personal expression with consequences for evaluating the individual women who lament. As I will discuss later, as a gendered discourse it is powerfully implicated in the reproduction of gender hierarchy in bedouin society.
NARRATIVES OF DEATH
Women lament and wail during the confined period of the few days, and sometimes weeks, immediately following a death. They occasionally sing to themselves. Much more often, however, they talk about the particular death-at the site of the funeral after they finish lamenting, after they return to their homes and communities, and whenever they see someone who wants to talk about it or find out more. The narratives of death they recount, like most of their narratives, are dramatic. I tape-recorded five discussions among women following the death of a young man of some concern to the community; an analysis of these can provide further insight into the social meaning of lamenting and the place of Muslim discourse in Awlad c Ali responses to death. The women's narratives were structured by four themes: details of the death; how the narrator and/or the woman most affected by the death first learned of it; how people reacted; and finally, how the death can be explained.
The Details
All deaths are different and few deaths ever welcome. This one was especially tragic because it involved a young man of about twenty who was accidentally killed by a richocheting bullet from a gun fired by his first cousin at another cousin's wedding. The young man was dancing at the time, just outside the room where the groom had gone in to his bride. Men often fire guns into the air at celebrations, just as women ululate. At weddings this happens at the arrival of the bride from her family's household, at the arrival of the groom, and at the jubilant moment just after the successful defloration. Unfortunately, in this case the wedding was being held in a house and there was a cement pillar in the courtyard. The bullet bounced off it, striking the young man in the neck.
The specifics of the accident formed a central part of the women's narratives. The stories were full of details about what happened, what the young man was doing at the time (dancing with his arm around another young man in front of the bride's room), how the bullet struck him in the neck, how he reacted (like a slaughtered animal he ran toward the men's wedding tent and fell in front of them, leaving a flowing stream of blood behind him), who held him, how they transported him to a doctor in a nearby town who referred them to a hospital in Alexandria but then informed the authorities, how the hospital had probably cut him up and taken his organs, what the reactions in his community were, and so forth. Again and again, women remarked on the terrible reversal of a wedding that had turned into a funeral. One vivid image they called up was that of the wedding tents knocked to the ground.
From Ignorance to Discovery
It is perhaps the way death comes suddenly that makes it so terrible at first. In focusing on the moment of discovery, the narratives capture the way death turns life upside down. Every narrative included some mention of how the person speaking, others whom the speaker and listener knew in common, or those family members most concerned (e.g., the mother, sister, or daughter of the deceased) found out about the death and what they did. This aspect of the narratives can be seen as providing commentary on the meaning of death and reflections on personal attachments.
There is often a lag between the time nonfamily members know of a death and the moment they break the news to the female relative. When the woman whose songs were discussed above lost her brother (the man killed stealing machinery), the news spread quickly within the community. I heard about it in one household and rushed home to my own to find that the bereaved woman's sister-in-law knew, as did her husband and his brother. Yet the men determined that she should not be told that night. We spent a long, uneasy evening, the adolescent girls worrying that later she would ask them, "How could you sit and laugh with me when you knew my brother had died?"
Early the next morning, her husband hired a car to take her home. Only then did they tell her. Her response was immediate-shrieking and wailing and tearing her head scarf as we all tried to restrain her and calm her down enough to gather together a few things to take with her on the trip. It was a terrible moment and I sensed that everyone in the household was as shaken as I was. When I asked her mother-in-law why they did not inform women right away, she asked, "What could they do at night? They wouldn't be able to take her right away." Often they would tell a woman only that the person was ill.
In the narratives of the accidental shooting at the wedding, much of the dramatic tension came from the disparity between what people knew and the sister's ignorance of the death of her brother. The day after the shooting, one of her sisters-in-law recounted:
I thought she had already gone [to the wedding]-it didn't occur to me that she hadn't. I knew only that the invitations that had come said the wedding was Thursday, today, and that yesterday was the evening celebration. The women had gotten all the stuff to takesyrup drinks and all. . . . Each of them had her stuff and was planning to go to the evening celebration. They were waiting for H., waiting for him to wake up so he could take them.
The women could hardly believe the car was finally going! . . . They came by our house to pick me up. They said to my girl, "Has your mother gone?" She said, "Yes, she left with my uncle." They said to the poor woman, "Hey! She beat you to it. She got to your family's wedding before you did!" She laughed softly at the irony as she repeated this phrase about the woman's envy. Then she confided that the man driving had informed his mother-in-law and his wife, both riding in the cab of the truck with him, about the death. But the women riding in the back of the pickup truck did not know. She continued, When they got close, he headed away from the house of the wedding party. When he went the other way, your Aunt N. said, "What's this, Uncle? Why are you avoiding the wedding?" She turned her head like this and lifted it and then she saw the tents knocked down. She started wailing, "Misfortune! Misfortune! . .. What's the trouble? What's happened to them? What's happened to them?" Someone who saw her from the doorway said, "Your brother is dead! May it only happen to enemies." She jumped down and hit the door and tore her clothes. The woman's mother-in-law told another version of her discovery of the death. This stressed the drama of reversed fortunes.
The women were ready to go to the wedding. They were dressed up and wearing their gold. The boy came to H. and told him that there had been a fight in N.'s family and that one of them shot another and killed him. H. said to his wife, "Where do you think you women are going-taking candy and fruit drink and cookies? They say that N.'s family have fought amongst themselves but I don't know exactly. You want to go to the wedding? Well, there is no wedding." His wife said to him, "We'll go whether or not there is a wedding." N. was wearing her gold, though, ready for the wedding and when they got there she said "Hey, we've passed the wedding party! They're the ones toward the east. Why have we passed them? Why are you going the other way?" He said to her, "Misfortune." .. . They told her, "Your brother M. is the one who's been killed." Oh black night! What a night! The woman herself had her own narrative of discovery, more detailed and different from theirs in a key element: she stressed that she had had premonitions of misfortune. What she told her sister-in-law and other women can be read as an affirmation of her closeness to her brother. She was agitated as she told it.
Myself, when I came, may it only happen to enemies, my eyes-I still feel there is a fog over them. I can't see with them and I throw up all the time. When I got there I said, "Hey Uncle! Why aren't we stopping at the family's?" From that moment, I tell you, the torrent that flowed in front of my other brother! . . . "The whole world [knew] ?" I asked. "The man was shot at ten o'clock in the morning and no one came to get me? . . . Not a single man comes by?"
In her narrative, the woman explained how others had delayed her from going to her family's to attend the wedding. It was a hot day and after she bathed, her daughter asked her what was the matter-why had she put on a dark dress? She continued: I said, "Sister-from the day I buried my father I don't really feel them, weddings." I just said this. And I had wrapped an old kerchief around my waist.... I wore an old rag! I'd never done it before for a wedding. And my dress, dark and down to here, with a big print. .. From the day I buried my father I haven't worn a red dress. And then S. said to me, "Take off that rag! Take it off! What's the matter with you?" "Take it off," she said, chasing after me. I said, "I won't take it off. I feel, I don't feel well. . . . "
As if to suggest a premonition, she described what happened as she walked to her neighbors' to catch a ride:
Suddenly it was as if there was something in my legs. And I couldn't see. Something carried me. A little later I was sitting at your aunt's and they came to me and looked at me. They asked, "What's the matter with you? Why are you wearing that bit of rag?" I said, "The world is empty. I don't feel well." I hadn't eaten and I hadn't drunk. I just said that, just like that.
Since replacing the red belt with a white or light kerchief is one of the signs of mourning, and wearing less colorful dresses also suggests a refusal to celebrate things, her narrative suggested that she had sensed that something was wrong. The effect of this was to attest to her listeners her closeness to her family, despite the distance marriage created for her and her actual ignorance of what had occurred in her family's midst. Thus, while the other women's narratives of discovery stressed the suddenness of knowledge and the way death turns life horribly upside down, hers stressed the attachment to family and played down the ignorance.
How Much They Did!
A third theme in these narratives is the description and evaluation of what in particular other women did and said at the funeral or the period of mourning immediately following. Even men's reactions were discussed, although in less detail. By approvingly or disapprovingly evaluating reactions, the narratives at once reinforce the conventional practices of grief as appropriate and, even more important, reproduce the bonds between community members that kinship is believed to generate. They do so by differentiating between those who react to the loss and those who do not. One of the people who provoked interest was the young man who had fired the shot at this weddingturned-funeral. One woman commented that the whole family was in bad shape. Another added that death would be better than knowing you had killed your own cousin. A third confirmed, "He was cutting his face and tearing his hair and his cheeks."
Mostly women discussed the women who were there, what they were wearing, how they addressed their laments, and what else they did to mourn. There was something judgmental in these comments. Those who were discussed disapprovingly were those who showed none of the signs of mourning. For example, one long interchange included the following kinds of remarks: "Didn't you see so-and-so's women? Thieves. Those in-laws-not a headscarf tossled, no eye-makeup (kuhl) removed, and the bangs across their foreheads came down to here!" "Not a tear came out of her, God be praised!" (This is an expression of wonder or surprise.) "She was wearing a gold brooch on her chest, I swear by Saint Dmayn-a huge yellow button, gold, from here to there across her chest. What rot! Her kids are almost as old as we are!" "A thief, she didn't get up to greet anyone, didn't wail, didn't lament, didn't raise her voice." Those mentioned with approval were those about whom they could say, "How much she did!" (ydma darat). To "do much" includes wailing, lamenting, tearing one's clothing, scratching one's cheeks, and throwing dirt over one's head. These are the conventional gestures of mourning, the recognizable practices of grief.
The person whose reactions were most often discussed in the narratives I taped was the young woman from our own community who had married the young man's brother. For example, her aunt reported, Our little B., she threw off her necklace, she wanted to die. She was trying to bury herself, she wanted to die. And she'd say, "He was kind to my little daughters, he was kind to my little daughters. He was so loving with them." She really lamented.
In another version, a different aunt asked where the young woman had been when they arrived at the funeral. Her cousin answered, "She was putting dirt on her head, putting dirt on her head. I told her 'Enough! Your children are crying.' I put her headscarf back on. I told her, 'There are lots besides you who are throwing dirt.'" Another woman interjected, "She wanted to die herself, poor thing."
Making Sense
The fourth and most elaborate theme of the narratives was how to make sense of the death. What is remarkable about much of what the women discussed amongst themselves and many of the details they chose to report is how inconsistent their explanations were. The women's substories and commentaries implied, on the one hand, that blame for the death could be traced to human decisions or actions, and on the other, that all that happens, especially death, is God's will. In the structure of the narratives, the religious discourse seemed to have the last word, putting a kind of temporary stop to speculations about responsibility in the same way that religious discourse was used, as I described earlier, to put a stop to laments.
In the course of the particular narratives of the death I have analyzed, women criticized a number of participants, thereby implicitly suggesting their responsibility for the death. On the most practical level, the stupidity of firing a gun anywhere near a house was the subject of a couple of heated exchanges. Another small whispered conversation criticized the whole family as a bad family where people were always getting into fights. Most of the critical discussion, however, centered on the wedding at which the boy was shot. The effect was to suggest that the wedding had been illfated from the start. Wednesdays, it was remarked, were not auspicious days for weddings. Some women criticized the family for suddenly holding the wedding a day earlier than planned and for not, therefore, having the proper evening of prewedding celebration. This was unheard of, and the deviation from accepted practice was condemned. Two other stories about the wedding were repeated, often in hushed tones of condemnation. The first was the story of the angry fit the old woman, mother of the groom, had thrown when the men setting off to fetch the bride said there was no room for her daughter in the cars. She was reported to have shouted, "She's your aunt, she's your aunt. If she doesn't go I'll shit on the cars. Your aunt!" She started throwing dust and wailing. Finally she fainted, frightening everyone. I sensed they thought it was inauspicious to have such negative goings on at a wedding since some women muttered, "If only she'd been the one to die."
The second story concerned what had happened a couple of weeks earlier when the engagement had been decided. A young man who had hoped to marry the bride, and was actually a cousin, was devastated when her family agreed to give her in marriage to a closer cousin who had claimed her. Women described how he had been throwing dirt on himself since he heard the news. His mother too, it was reported in another conversation, had wailed because she wanted the girl for her son. She wailed, as one woman put it, "until her liver wore out" (the liver is used metaphorically the way we use the heart). A final comment on this, by the woman whose brother had been killed, was "If only they'd given her to them." Was she implying that none of this would have happened if they had?
The final form of human agency occasionally put forth as an explanation of the tragedy was "the eye"-the eye of envy that falls on those with good fortune or new things. One woman said explicitly about the boy's mother, "She said it was the eye-the eye that shot him. The wedding tents were so beautiful!" Later in the conversation two women interrupted each other with praise for the tents. "Hey what tents they were!" "Whose tent was the old one? It was beautiful." "She [the boy's mother] had made it herself. I swear by Saint Dmayn an eye fell on it." Another day, the same woman said, as she explained to me what was meant by "the eye," "It's like what happened to those people." As if it were obvious she said, "Didn't a wedding turn into a funeral?"
The various forms of blame, however, were put to rest by another kind of explanation often raised just at the end of one of these narrative episodes. This interpretation invoked God's will and seemed to bring closure to a discussion. Women often ended conversations with comments like, "everyone and his fate (nasib)" "his life span was short ( c umru gasir)," and "when a person's life is up." Sometimes, when women were describing decisions the family made (such as the decision to hold the wedding early), a listener would remark, "They said one thing and He [God] said another." Women reinforced this interpretation by telling stories about others who had scolded the mourners, "Be quiet, be quiet! Everything is by God's will!" Along the same lines, certain stories seemed to take on significance either as premonitions of what was to come or as evidence that God works in strange ways to bring about what must come to pass. For example, some stories about what the young man had done in the last few days of his life seemed heavy with meaning. He was reported to have gone on several visits where he asked people to take his photograph. Another story seemed to confirm the belief that fate cannot be escaped. One woman reported on what a cousin had told her about how the young man had almost missed the wedding. On the morning of the wedding his older brother had told the young man to wait until he got back from delivering some people to the airport before going to the wedding. This was the boy's cousin's story. "The day of the wedding, we were watering the fig trees, he and I. Suddenly he said, 'Hey it's late, I'm not going to stay here. Hurry, hurry!' He ran off and left me behind. I was still watering the figs when. . . . " At this point another woman interrupted to add a detail. The boy had said, "I want to go help out at the wedding. By God I won't stay here!" The women's narratives explored the various ways to make sense of a senseless death. Why did the people decide to have that particular wedding, why did they move it a day earlier, what made him go to the wedding when he might easily have missed it? There seemed so many ways that the death might have been avoided-but the fact was that the young man did attend, they did fire the gun in the courtyard, and he was killed. That killings can occur unintentionally or by mistake is recognized; there was no talk of revenge. But that death could be an accident, a matter of chance, was not part of the discourse. People could act badly and in the end a person's time of death is God-given or "written." Death's universe of meaning for the Awlad c Ali was defined in women's narratives by these two sorts of explanation. approximating more closely the experiences of the individuals involved. 17 After all, they move from one context to another and produce a variety of forms of talk from highly formalized funeral laments and ritual wailing to everyday discussions. Yet greater inclusiveness does not guarantee insight.
I have argued that what we actually gain through this method is the capacity to grasp the complex ways in which juxtaposed discourses on death in a Muslim community work to give each other special meaning. In particular, I have been concerned with the place of explicitly Islamic discourses and practices. Elsewhere I explored why the contradictory bedouin discourses of poetry and ordinary language, in which people voice radically different sentiments about interpersonal relations, had to be understood in terms of each other.
18 Each discourse marked a particular kind of social context-one public and the other more intimate (and involving equals). But each discourse also made sense only in terms of a dialectic between acceptance of the official ideology of honor and modesty (the basis of the Awlad c Ali moral system which justifies a particular configuration of power), and resistance to it by the women and young men least served by it.
I analyzed, in one case of death, the contrast between the family members' vulnerability, as conveyed in songs of loss, and the anger and revenge they expressed in ordinary public discourse.
19 I argued that the anger that was a perfect demonstration of adherence to the ideals of honor (including independence and refusal to be dominated) may have been given even greater weight by being juxtaposed with the sadness expressed in the private poems. The very ability to overcome the vulnerability revealed in poetry in order to achieve the ideals of honor in everyday life enhanced honor by showing it to be voluntarily sought and hard to achieve.
In the material on the discourses of death presented in this article, a similar contradiction was shown to exist: between the laments and other generally sad songs of loss, on the one hand, and the apportionings of blame that were such a regular feature of the narratives about the death, on the other. However, ordinary language conversation, which in my earlier analysis of Awlad c Ali social life I had treated as relatively undifferentiated, turned out to be quite complex. When I began to look carefully at the ways people talked about death, the crucial role of one new element-religious faith-became apparent. Like the discourse of honor, religious discourse is in tension with laments and songs. Most importantly, it opposes acceptance of God's will to the human attachments, especially between kin, that the laments and songs commemorate. Faith in God for the Muslim Awlad c Ali had to be seen, for men and women, as another moral register in which to read people's practices.
This construction of Islam's place has two consequences. First, it enables lamenting to become a special sort of statement about the meaning of death. When women lament and wail, knowing all the while that people talk about how the pious accept God's will, how Meccan pilgrims remain silent, and how saintly lineages celebrate at funerals, they suggest to those around them that death is so terrible that it prevents them from maintaining faith. It is interesting that another of the things women do in grief is to tear their clothes and go out unveiled in front of men. This is a transgression of the modesty essential to moral standing. Bereavement, they assert through such practices in a field of meaning defined by the differences between faith, independence, and attachment, makes you forget both God and honor. This is not to say that they do forget God and honor but rather that their actions can serve as a general commentary on the power of death.
Second, this configuration makes people's responses to death significant for their social standing. This is where the gendering of the discourses of death becomes significant. Like the code of honor, religious faith provides for the Awlad c Ali bedouins a principle of social differentiation, a standard by which people can be ranked. Some social groups benefit from the ways these principles compete. Among Awlad c Ali men, for example, there is a widespread recognition that pride and tribal loyalty, the two defining characteristics of the honorable "free tribes," go against Islamic ideals of community and equality. This gives the saintly lineages, who are peaceful and pious, some sort of edge. In enacting their greater religiosity through celebrating deaths, these lineages compel members of the "free tribes" to respect them. 20 Through such enactments of piety they offset some of the negative effects of their inability (because of their economic and political dependence) to enact the ideals of independent action that justify the authority of the honorable.
In gender relations, however, the two systems of moral differentiation seem to be working in tandem. Women, by lamenting, singing songs of loss, and emphasizing in their stories the intensity of their reactions to loss and their personal involvements in mourning, simultaneously assert the weakness of their faith and the greatness of their vulnerability and attachment to others. It is tempting to treat these women's moving discourses on death as counterdiscourses that affirm the positive value of human ties and resist the imposition of either the honorable ideals of autonomy or the pious ideals of acceptance of loss. The problem is that women also invoke the other discourses; expressions of Muslim piety, references to God's will, recitation of the profession of faith, and participation in the preparation of the corpse (when female) are not the monopoly of men.
21 Awlad c Ali women cannot be considered less committed to being Muslim, more ignorant of Islam, not fully "Islamized," or sheltered preservers of pre-Islamic survivals. They value Muslim identity and piety as much as men do. Precisely because men and women in this community participate in producing for themselves a single, if complex, moral universe, the traditionally gendered rituals of mourning-where women lament the people they have lost and men instead invoke God's will as they tell each other "Pull yourself together" and pray over the body-become an important means by which women publicly enact their own moral, and ultimately social, inferiority.
These conclusions suggest that those studying Muslim societies who are interested in understanding the place of Islam in the everyday lives of particular communities should proceed by attending to where recognizable and acknowledged Muslim religious discourses fit in the universe of discourses and practices of a given community and by asking how these articulate with the organization of social hierarchies and solidarities.
NOTES
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